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Abstract
BeagleBone Black electronic system is to monitor the health
and generate event status reports of electrical or electronic
instrument. It is based an ARM Cortex processor board, which
hosts its own web server to display and store data on database
for further analysis. The developed platform that utilizes the low
cost TI Sitara AM3358 ARM Cortex-A8 processor and runs an
Debian operating system. A date and time stamping tag for each
event is provided by an external real-time clock DS1307. The
BeagleBone Black captures the temperature and event from
different equipments or electronic instruments which ever going
to connect the device. The proposed system also detects events
when events happen, states how long between events, and
counts how many events. It has data backup facility, connect
external memory stick to import data.

the browser can be used directly without installing additional
client software [4].

Fig. 1. RTDAS architecture

Keywords: BeagleBone Black, Lighttd, Php-Mysql, RTC,
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I. INTRODUCTION
Embedded industry has hardly evolved using the few past years.
The embedded web server provides services with minimum
computing resources. The 8-bit microcontroller is the most
important device for an embedded system industry but now
more and more devices are not only gaining popularity but these
getting smart enough to be able to connect them to a network to
monitor and control [1]. The embedded web server should be
relatively small in size and easily integrated with many devices
and BeagleBone black is fit for that. Integrating web and
embedded technology for electronic equipment, data logger
system based on web management is required. Remote access
and monitor the onsite devices through Ethernet network using
web browser without limitations of the region and time to obtain
the real time status information. This type of embedded web
server has many advantages, such as low power consumption,
small size, low cost and flexible design. The architecture of the
whole system is shown in Figure 1. It is an effective way of
leading internet into Linux based embedded system. The
implementation of embedded networking is achieved by means
of embedded web server [3]. The microprocessor designed by
ARM architecture is of high performance, low cost and low
power. It has been widely used to design embedded system and
is most popular 32-bit microprocessor. At the same time, along
with the rapid development of internet technology, the internet
based data logger is becoming increasingly common and the
electronic system is in trend that changing from field of system
status monitor to the remote internet data logger. The client can
freely check the status of the particular electronic devices and

This paper introduces a solution for embedded Linux based
system access through internet to monitor, maintain and to
reduce the system cost. It is possible to develop a cross-platform
transplantation of Linux operating system, which provides a
convenient, fast and simple method for embedded Linux
systems [5]. The era of web server comes from the need of client
trying to access data which is made through HTTP (Hyper Text
Transfer Protocol) so that the server can process, store and send
the data on the requested client. Although the most important
role of web servers is to provide data, it can also in some
instances accept data from the clients. The traditional methods
[2] to make use of UNIX and Linux workstations, typically
requiring, large database storage systems occupying large area
and high setup cost.

II. METHODOLOGY
The RTDAS (Real Time Data Acquisition System) mainly
consists of TI Sitara AM3358 ARM Cortex-A8 processor,
external real time clock, Temperature sensor LM35 and AC-DC
converter. The BeagleBone Black is a low-cost
credit-card-sized development platform with an AM3358
processor, onboard micro HDMI port, 512MB of DDR3L
DRAM, 4GB onboard flash memory at 1 GHz speed. It is still
perfect for physical computing and smaller embedded
applications. The system hardware block diagram is shown in
Figure 2, which includes Real Time Clock, Ethernet, Input
power converter and USB port for data backup.
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NV SRAM. Address and data are transferred serially via a
2-wire, bi-directional bus. The clock/calendar provides seconds,
minutes, hours, day, date, month, and year information [6]. A
battery-backed RTC is not included with the BBB. Instead, the
BBB is intended to be connected to the Internet via Ethernet or
Wi-Fi, updating the time automatically from the global network
time protocol (NTP) servers. But the proposed system could not
be connected to internet always, so it is interfaced to RTC
externally through I2C [7]. The RTC interfaced with processor,
circuit diagram is shown in Figure 5.
Fig. 2. System Hardware block diagram

a.

Input AC-DC Converter

GPIO3.19 pin is used to shutdown the microcomputer safely by
manually through a push button and GPIO0_7 pin is used as an
interrupt to capture the status of the instrument power. The
proposed system had data backup provision using traditional
memory stick. The power supply of the microcomputer provides
5 volts and 2 Amps power. It has one ethernet port to
communicate internet/intranet via ethernet switch; through
network we connect smart phones, any web browser tablets etc.
The complete hardware of the proposed system is shown in
Figure 7. In the experimental setup, the instrument power
source is 230 volts AC, which is converted into 3.3 volts DC
with the help of a step down transformer, bridge rectifier,
LM317H voltage regulator and passive components are used to
make circuit. The ARM processor requires an operating voltage
is 3.3 volts. The AC to DC convertor has designed to do
conversion job is shown in Figure 3.

Fig.5. RTC circuit diagram

The following commands to update Date and Time.


Enter password


c.

The other components used are step-down transformer, bridge
rectifier, electro-light capacitors, resistors and LM317
adjustable regulator. The bleeder resistor is used to avoid
suppressing the sudden peak input pulse as shown in Figure 4.

date --set=”YYMMDD HH:MM”

example: date –set=”20190404 11:20”


Fig.3. AC-DC converter block diagram

sudo su

hwclock –f /dev/trc1 –w

Temperature Sensor LM35

Temperature sensor LM35 is a precision IC with its output
proportional to the temperature in (oC). It is not subjected to
oxidation and other processes because it is a sealed sensor
circuitry. Temperature can be measured with LM35, more
accurately than with a thermistor. It also possess low self
heating and does not cause more than 0.1 oC temperature rise in
still air. The operating temperature range is from -55°C to
150°C. The output voltage varies by 10mV in response to every
o
C rise/fall in ambient temperature, i.e., its scale factor is 0.01V/
o
C. The BeagleBone Black P9 header pins are used to interface
LM35, the pins are P9_03 to VCC, P9_40 to Out and P9_34 to
GND of LM35 is shown in Figure 6.

Fig.4. AC to DC converter circuit diagram

b. Real-Time Clock
The Serial Real-Time Clock DS1307 is a low-power; full
binary-coded decimal (BCD) clock/calendar plus 56 bytes of
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Fig.6. Temperature sensor circuit diagram
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Fig.8. Logic flow of Event monitor

Fig.7. System Internal Hardware Screenshot

III. SOFTWARE DESIGN
The website is implemented using HTML, PHP and MySQL.
Hyper Text Markup Language [8] is the building block for web
pages. Web browser is used to interpret and display information
on the computer screen. An HTML file is a text file containing
small markup tags to tell the web browser how to display the
page. Hypertext Preprocessor (PHP) is a programming language
[9] that allows creating the dynamic content that interacts with
databases. PHP is a server side scripting language that is
embedded in HTML. PHP is basically used to proposed
web-based real time event data logger. MySQL tool is used to
store the information in database table and send it to a web page.
The MySQL database management system has become most
popular in recent years especially in the Linux and Open-Source
communities. It is well liked for several reasons; it is fast, and
it's easy to set up, use, and administer. MySQL runs under many
varieties of UNIX and Windows, and MySQL based
applications can be written in many languages [10].
The main system software is written in C++ to connect database
and capture interrupt status from instrument and store
instrument on/off status, name, status, and ID in to database.
The C++ program written to do file monitoring, to simplify the
code a little bit using the library glib2 to make the code simpler
and paves the way for graphical application to get input from the
custom hardware. The system software event flow diagram is
shown in Figure 8. Web based report generation software flow
is shown in Figure 9. The interrupt driven GPIO system class is
exported using bash shell script. The microcomputer safe
shutdown button logic is written in python scripting.

Fig.9. Reports generation logic flow

IV. RESULTS
An embedded Linux based real-time data acquisition system
was tested and the results are obtained on the browser for
recording the electronic device or equipment on/off condition,
temperature and also store the ON/OFF timestamp on database.
The graphical representation of the system on/off button, safe
shutdown push button, input status and power status is shown in
Figure 10.The system provides accurate and timely information
relating to equipment status. The temperature data is shown in
Figure 13. The usage of web through internet as
communication medium was chosen because of its universal
mode, but it should be noted that cyber security challenges still
exist. In future the proposed technology can be extended using
wireless technologies. BeagleBone Black ethernet network is
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configured as static IP address of the proposed system is
192.168.1.10. Operator can use this IP address, to access the
system for monitoring the report.

Fig.13. Temperature data generation webpage
Fig.10. System Front panel screenshot

V. CONCLUSION

The login page is shown in Figure 11 and a registered operator
alone has the provision to access the reports with their user ID
and password provided by authority.

This system plays a vital role in cutting down the cost and area
requirement. The embedded Linux based Open-Source
real-time data acquisition system has an advantage that it can
continue its operation even after a power interruption without
human intervention. The BeagleBone black embedded web
server is an effective solution for industry automation or smart
home to acquire the data and reproduce it with current and
previous data, which is done on clients demand which stands out
in comparison to that of the traditional method of using PC
based Unix or Windows servers.
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Fig.11. Screenshot of Login webpage

After the successful login the reports generation page will open
as shown in Figure 12. In the reports page the serial number,
instrument switched on date time, name of the instrument,
status, ID and the total time duration of the instrument ON state
are displayed. The instrument manager analyzes the data like
which instrument is ON and how much time it is ON using these
parameters to estimate the energy, power and the life time of the
instrument.
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